
Educators as artists— we may not start with a blank canvas, but we’re part of the mix to 
help frame the life of a child by building the foundational skills that eventually paints a 
beautiful picture of success.  Part of those skills include self-advocacy, self determination 
and self awareness. Some students have a canvas covered in darkness (grief or 
confusion) and it is also our honor to help reframe and paint a new picture of their 
future.  
ASPIRE has 3 main components during the elementary years - getting to know your self and 
talking about your self, setting goals in a variety of settings and identifying the people that 
can help you.  As we move to middle school, these skills are further developed and 
students move towards self-determination and self progress monitoring.
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Before we show you how ASPIRE is used throughout the school, it’s important for you to 
understand just how important Self-Determination is for the success of a student.  It’s the 
tool that allows the student to navigate through life confidently in academia, work, home 
and lesiure.  We know that we can teach our students academics to the point they can 
regurgiate the information, but what about problem solving, setting goals and having that 
inner motivation to succeed?  
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Lack of self-determination can also play a role with the interaction between parents and 
teachers, students and teachers and parents and students.  Students without self-
determination can sometimes have parents that hover over them where they make all 
decisions.  Students lack the skills to problem solve and think on their own.  They also lack 
the confidence to talk about their needs.  Others who lack self-determination have a 
tendency to allow everyone else to make their decisions for them.  The adults have good 
intentions but they leave the students without the foundational skills to make critical 
decisions.  Students then lack the skills to be painters of their own canvases.  Parents and 
the importance of giving student ownership in conferences.  Other students without self-
determination are always trying to strive towards an unkown target. They don’t 
understand why they have difficulty learning or that it’s OK ot have challenges. They can 
become overwhelmed and defeated.  We’ve found with ASPIRE,
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Kristin
Building Relationships with Teachers, Students and Parents - Parents - changes dynamics of 
IEP and trust, Students - problem solving, self awareness and new view of IEP meeting, 
School - connecting with others and building trust within the school and among parents 
and students.  Get quotes for each sections.
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enroll in the itslearning site:  FCS ASPIRE 
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Kristin
Polly ( video) - 2 minute video on school wide relationships -”Why did you implement” title
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Cheryl and Jennifer-

-Implementation for all students in our two inclusion third grade classrooms.  Created in 
small groups or individually. We shared  google docs with students this year and instructed 
class on how to add text and pics to their documents  

Importance of information discovered through the projects- impact on community in 
classroom, students’ self importance/worth, and self-awareness of personal learning 
styles.  Role it played in parent/teacher conferences in gen. ed. setting.  Introduced the 
idea of  goal setting and  self advocacy.  

-IEP meetings and documentation of projects/printed out all 3 for bluebooks/saved 
projects in students’ google drives

-In the future, plan on assigning projects via google classroom 
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Point out Tequila

Jennifer and Cheryl-
Promoted a strong understanding of student’s support system and home, school, and 
within the community. 
Student self-discovery as a result of this particular project: Student learned that it was “ok”  
to show and talk about feelings at school: sadness, fear, and anger. Teachers could help 
him through it and he get back to learning.  
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Chestatee and IRR classroom-
Helped promote individual self-awareness and communication between students and 
teachers  
Student was able to make a connection between a family comment about home behavior 
and his school behavior. This led the student to be more comfortable with his own learning 
style and need for movement in the classroom to promote his learning.  Led to validation 
of student’s behavior as being acceptable and not viewed as “wrong or negative”. Student 
felt accepted by teachers, peers, and family.  

Questions or comments?  
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Kristin - We all have the power to stir (provide paint stick) or open (paint key) HOPE 
in our students’ lives.  
Circle back to one pagers teachers filled out and discuss how they might use them.
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